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YQR reaches highest passenger count to date in 2016!

Regina International Airport’s (YQR) passenger count reached a record high in 2016, translating to a total of
1,262,899 passengers, an increase of 0.6% year over year and close to over 7,000 additional guests than in
2015.
Domestic travel growth from YQR was supported by an increase of 4.3% resulting from increased frequencies
and size of aircraft to key hubs like Vancouver, Calgary and Toronto. The domestic landscape changed as well
with NewLeaf Travel Company entering the Canadian market in the summer of 2016. A July to September direct
non-stop to Kelowna, British Columbia from YQR provided another option for passengers travelling west.
Passengers bound for the United States (transborder), totalled 88,000 passengers. This included 17,000 of those
guests in the last quarter of 2016 taking advantage of the direct flights to our top three transborder destinations.
Las Vegas, Phoenix and the launch of Saskatchewan’s only direct non-stop to Orlando, Florida with WestJet
served our passengers well. Our direct non-stop flights to our top three U.S. destinations and U.S. connection
hubs proved to be popular options for transborder guests.
“While total passenger numbers from last year indicate a small increase we are delighted to see a record year for
passenger traffic at YQR in 2016,” said Richmond Graham, President and CEO, Regina Airport Authority.
Please see the attached to see the breakdown of passenger numbers in 2016 and don’t forget to connect with
Regina International Airport online at www.yqr.ca, @flyYQR and #flyYQR.
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RICHMOND GRAHAM | President and CEO
P: 306.761.7575 I E: RGRAHAM@YQR.CA

KARI DEAN | Director of Communications
P: 306.761.7497 I E: MEDIA@YQR.CA

ABOUT YQR | Regina International Airport (YQR) is operated by Regina Airport Authority Inc., a federally registered, not-for-profit corporation, with a 60year lease to operate YQR on behalf of the community and stakeholders. YQR provides convenient global access through our air carrier partners within
Canada, the United States and International Sun Destinations. For more details on YQR, where we fly and real time flight information visit YQR.CA.

1,262,899 passengers record number at

in 2016

Thank you Saskatchewan for choosing Regina International Airport (YQR)!
Here’s where you jetted off our runway to:

Domestic (within Canada)

1,094,668
Transborder (to the U.S.)

87,999
International
(outside of Canada & the U.S.)

80,232

